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Abstract

Almost methods in embedded software modeling take
software architecture as one of the crucial parts of the de-
sign process. Since a principal role of embedded software
is the interaction with its environments, architectures that
describe the dynamic aspects are also needed. Although
such architectural view is significantly important in embed-
ded software development, the existing approaches do not
practically guide the architectural design based on the dy-
namic aspects. In this paper, we propose an operational
architecture to represent the dynamic aspects of an embed-
ded software. Also we explain how to use our operational
architecture in the process of embedded software modeling.
Our operational architecture effectively reflects interaction-
based dynamic behavior of the system, and gives traceabil-
ity between requirements and design model.

1. Introduction

The complexity of embedded software is growing
rapidly because of the demand for new and complicated
features[13] such as shown in mobile phone, home-assistant
robot, automobile, etc. A critical key to develop embed-
ded software with such complexity is the ability to develop
high-quality ones on time[11].

In order to support efficient development of the embed-
ded software, many modeling methods were proposed[5,
10, 15]. In those methods, the architecture is one of the
crucial parts of the design process. The software archi-
tecture is the structure or structures of the system, which
comprise software elements, the externally visible proper-
ties of those elements, and the relationships among them[1].
The architectures in most modeling approaches, mainly fo-
cus on static structures of the system. However, since a
principal role of embedded software is the interaction with

the physical world[13], architectures that describe dynamic
aspects, especially interactions with the environments, are
also needed.

In this paper, we propose an operational architecture to
represent the interaction-based behavior of embedded soft-
ware. Operational architecture defines the activities, inter-
actions between them, and their relationships. Those ac-
tivities are often regarded also as functions. Our approach
constructs operational architecture from use case scenar-
ios(shortly scenarios). A couple of steps in a scenario is
captured as an activity. And by capturing the interactions
between those activities, the operational architecture is con-
structed.

There are three types of operational architecture in our
approach. The scenario-level operational architecture re-
flects the dynamic behaviors which are explicitly or implic-
itly contained within a scenario. The use-case-level oper-
ational architecture reflects those from one use case and
the system-level operational architecture reflects those of
the global system view. We first formally define the op-
erational architecture and describe each element in it. Then
we show how an scenario-level operational architecture for
a scenario is described. From those scenario-level opera-
tional architecture, use-case-level ones are constructed. To
create the system-level operational architecture, those use-
case-level operational architectures are composed. So we
define two composition functions for scenario-level oper-
ational architecture and one for use-case-level operational
architecture. We also suggest how to derive behavioral
models of structured modeling or object-oriented modeling
from our operational architecture. Our modeling approach
enables seamless construction of design models from re-
quirements because of the good applicability of use cases,
thus is capable of providing models that are intuitive and
easy to understand. In our approach, we use UML 2.0
notations[2, 6, 7, 14] to graphically represent the opera-
tional architecture for putting together with existing meth-
ods.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the formal definition of our operational ar-
chitecture and how it is constructed from various scenarios.
Section 3 discusses about related works. Finally, conclu-
sions and future work are discussed in Section 4.

2. Definitions of Operational Architecture

An operational architecture consists of a set of software
components, a set of flows between the components, and a
set of constraints on the components.

Definition 1 (Operational architecture). An operational ar-
chitecture A is a 5-tuple (C,R, qinit, qfinal, S) where

• C is a set of software components,

• R = C × {O,D,M,F, J, I} × C × T is a transition
relation,

• qinit is the initial component,

• qfinal is the final component,

• S ⊆ C × C × T is a set of time constrains on software
components.

A software component c ⊆ C is a modularized function.
It represents a task in embedded software. A software com-
ponent can be classified into three types; functional compo-
nent, interface component, and reference component. The
functional components represent functional behavior that
produce appropriate outputs from given inputs. The inter-
face components are in charge of communicating with the
environments by exchanging events. The reference com-
ponents represent another operational architecture. In case
of scenario-level operational architecture, there are no refer-
ence components. The concept of the reference components
enables our approach to construct operational architectures
with hierarchy. The set S, represent time constraints be-
tween two software components.

A transition relation R represents relationships between
software components. There are five kinds of relationship
between two components; ordinary(O), decision(D) with
guard condition(T), merge(M), fork(F), join(J) and inter-
ruptable(I). Here, we incorporate the concept of interrupt-
able region of UML activity diagrams[14] to our operational
architecture. The execution of software components C′ ⊆ C
in an interruptable region could be aborted by some inter-
rupts. Those interrupts are generated by accepting events
from the environment in some interface components in C.
If an interrupt occurs in an interface component ci, then all
executions in the region are terminated and a software com-
ponent which is connected to ci is executed. Figure 1 shows
an example. The dotted box represents the interruptable re-
gion. Assume that the system receives an external event,

ref B

I ref C

ref A

sd FRAME

O1 O2

m1

m2

m3

Figure 1. An example of interruptable region.

which is represented as an interface component named I,
while object O1 and O2 are exchanging messages to each
other. Then, the message exchange between those objects
is stopped, and the component C, which is connected to the
component I, is executed.

3. Creating Operational Architecture

Figure 2 shows how our operational architecture is con-
structed. The inputs of our construction method are scenar-
ios. For each use case, there are alternative scenarios as well
as the main success scenario. So there are several scenarios
for an use case. Our construction method begins with con-
structing the scenario-level operational architectures from
each scenario. Then the use-case-level operational archi-
tecture for an use case are constructed by composing those
scenario-level operational architectures. Finally, the use-
case-level operational architectures are composed to make
the system-level operational architecture. In this section, we
describe how a scenario-level operational architecture for a
scenario is described, and define composition functions for
scenario-level operational architectures and for use-case-
level ones.

3.1. Scenario-level Operational Architec-
ture

A scenario for embedded software describes how the
system reacts for a sequence of input events from the
environment[3, 16]. It is a sequence of input events, sys-
tem reactions, and output events. The input and output of
events can be represented as interface components and the
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Figure 2. The overview of operational architecture construction.

system reactions as functional components in C. So a sce-
nario can be represented as a set of components and a set of
ordinary transitions between them. As an example, consider
following scenario:

1. An external system S sends event E1 to the system.

2. The system do some action A.

3. The system sends event E2 to S.

The scenario-level operational architecture for this sce-
nario can be formalized as follows.

A = (C,R, qinit, qfinal, S) where

• C = {ReceiveE1, ActionA, SendE2}
• R = {(qinit, O,ReceiveE1, null),

(ReceiveE1, O,ActionA, null),
(ActionA, O, SendE2, null),
(SendE2, O, qfinal, null)}

• S = Ø

Here, the components ReceiveE1 and SendE2 are inter-
face components and ActionA is a functional component.

3.2. Composing Scenario-level Operational
Architecture

There are several scenarios for an use case; the main
success scenario and several alternative scenarios. Each
one has its own scenario-level operational architecture.
Those scenario-level operational architectures should be
composed to describe use-case-level one for the use case.
In our approach, we first compose the scenario-level oper-
ational architecture for the main success scenario and the
one for an alternative scenario. Then, we compose it and
another one. This binary composition continues until all the
scenario-level operational architectures are composed.

When composing two scenario-level operational archi-
tectures, the relationship between them should be identi-
fied. It can be referred by examining corresponding sce-
narios. We identified two kinds of relationship between
two scenarios; conditional and interruptable relations. The
two scenarios have conditional relations when one sce-
nario occurs when certain condition is not satisfied in an-
other one. If one scenario occurs when the system is in-
terrupted, which means that it receives an external event
from the environment, while it performs another scenario,
they have interruptable relations. We define first the com-
position function for conditional relationship. Assume that
we have two scenario-level operational architectures Ax =
(Cx,Rx, qinit−x, qfinal−x,Sx) for the main success sce-
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nario and Ay for an alternative scenario that occurs when
certain condition is not satisfied. If the decision making oc-
curs after a component cd ∈ Cx, guard conditions for each
branch are Tx and Ty , and cm ∈ Cx is a component that
merges the two branches, then the composition function is
defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Composition functions for conditional rela-
tionship).
Inputs

• Ax,Ay : Scenario-level operational architectures to be
composed

• cd ∈ Cx : A component after which the decision mak-
ing occurs

• cm ∈ Cx : A component which merges the two
branches

• Tx, Ty : Guard conditions for branches in Ax and Ay

Outputs

• Az : The composed operational architecture

Algorithm
Cz ← Cx ∪ Ay;
ce ← a component in Cx such that

(cd, O, ce,Ø) ∈ Rx;
Rz ← (Rx − {(cd, O, ce,Ø)}) ∪ {(cd,D, ce, Tx)};
cn ← a component in Cx such that

(cn, O, cm,Ø) ∈ Rx;
Rz ← (Rz − {(cn, O, cm,Ø)}) ∪ {(cn,M, cm,Ø)};
Rz ← Rz ∪ {(cd,D,Ay, Ty), (Ay,M, cm,Ø)};
qinit−z ← qinit−x;
qfinal−z ← qfinal−x;
Sz ← Sx;
Az ← (Cz,Rz, qinit−z, qfinal−z,Sz);

Figure 3 shows the graphical representations of two
example scenario-level operational architectures and their
composition result.

Now we define the composition function for interrupt-
able relationship. Again, assume that we have two scenario-
level operational architectures Ax for the main success sce-
nario and Ay for an alternative scenario that occurs when
the system receives certain external events while the system
executes certain component of Ax. If the component that
is in charge of receiving the event is cint, components in
C‘ ⊆ Cx can be interruptable by that event and cm ∈ Cx is a
component that merges the two branches, then the compo-
sition function is defined as follows.

Definition 3 (Composition functions for interrupts).
Inputs

ref B

ref C

ref A

ref E

ref D

OA1 OA2

ref B

ref C

ref A

ref OA2
[P is true]

[P is false]

<<Inputs>>
Target : OA1, OA2
Decision making : B
Merging : Final-OA1
Guard condition : [P is false]
                             [P is true]

Init-OA1

Final-OA1

Figure 3. Two example scenario-level opera-
tional architectures and their composition.

ref B

ref C

ref A

ref OA2INT

<<Inputs>>
Target OA : OA1, OA2
Receiving interrupt : INT
Merging : Final-OA1
Interruptable Component : {B}

Figure 4. The composition result for an inter-
rupt.

• Ax,Ay : Scenario-level operational architectures to be
composed

• cint : A component that receives external event

• cm ∈ Cx : A component which merges the two
branches

• C′ ⊆ Cx : Set of interruptable components

Outputs

• Az : The composed operational architecture

Algorithm
Cz ← Cx ∪ Ay ∪ cint;
Rz ← Rx ∪ {(cint, O,Ay,Ø)};
for all c ∈ C′
Rz ← Rz ∪ {(c, I, cint,Ø)};

end for
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cn ← a component in Cx such that
(cn, O, cm,Ø) ∈ Rx;
Rz ← (Rz − {(cn, O, cm,Ø)}) ∪ {(cn,M, cm,Ø)};
Rz ← Rz ∪ {(Ay,M, cm,Ø)};
qinit−z ← qinit−x;
qfinal−z ← qfinal−x;
Sz ← Sx;
Az ← (Cz,Rz, qinit−z, qfinal−z,Sz);

Figure 4 shows the composition result for interruptable
relationship of the example scenario-level operational archi-
tectures in Figure 3.

With these two composition functions, we can compose
scenario-level operational architectures for an use case, thus
create an use-case-level operational architecture for the use
case. What composition function to use for the composition
of two scenario-level operational architectures can be de-
cided by examining the relationship of corresponding sce-
narios.

3.3. Composing Use-case-level Operational
Architectures

Now we have use-case-level operational architectures for
use cases. They should be composed to describe the system-
level operational architecture for the system. To do that, the
relationships between them, which are equal to those be-
tween use cases, should be identified. Basically, use cases
are independent to each other. Among them, some use cases
have include or extend relationships. In our approach, the
use-case-level operational architecture for an included use
case is already included in that of the including use case,
since the included use case is a part of the including use
case. Also the use-case-level operational architecture for
an extended use case is composed with that of the extend-
ing use case. This is because the scenarios for the ex-
tended use case is depicted as the form of an alternative
scenario of the extending use case. So in this step, we do
not consider the use-case-level operational architectures of
included use cases and extended ones. Except the included
and extended use cases, all use cases are independent to
each other. Thus all the use-case-level operational archi-
tectures are composed in parallel. We define a function for
the parallel composition of all use-case-level operational ar-
chitectures.

Definition 4 (Composition functions for use cases).
Inputs

• AS : Set of use-case-level operational architectures to
be composed

Outputs

• Az : The composed operational architecture

SMS Software

User

OS Level Server
Timer

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

 Edit Message

 

Send Immediate 
Message

 

Send Scheduled 
Message

 Record Log

 Receive Message

Figure 5. The use case diagram for SMS soft-
ware.

Algorithm
Cz ← qinit−z ∪ qfinal−z;
Rz ← Ø;
Sz ← Ø;
for all A ∈ AS
Cz ← Cz ∪ A;
Rz ← Rz∪{(qinit−z, F,A,Ø), (A,M, qfinal−z ,Ø)};

end for
Az ← (Cz,Rz, qinit−z, qfinal−z,Sz);

3.4. Example

We constructed an example operational architecture. The
target is SMS(Short Message Service) software on mobile
phone. As shown in Figure 5, we identified three actors
and five use cases. For each use case, we described the
main success scenario and alternative scenarios. The total
number of scenarios is 17.

For each scenario, we constructed the scenario-level op-
erational architecture. Then, we composed them to create
use-case-level operational architecture for each use case.
Figure 6 shows the use-case-level operational architecture
for ’Send Immediate Message’ use case, which is repre-
sented using UML 2.0 interaction overview diagram. The
functional components and reference components are de-
picted as InteractionUse node. If an interface component is
in charge of receiving external event, it is depicted as Ac-
ceptEventAction node. If not, it is represented as SendSig-
nalAction node. The scenario-level operational architec-
ture for the main success scenario was composed with three
scenario-level operational architectures; named as Can-
celMessage, AbortSending and HandleSendingFailure.
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ref EditMessage

Send(¡InputReceivers¡–)

ref InputReceivers

ref PrepareSending

SendMessage

SendSuccess

GetTime

CurrentTime

ref LogRecording

Display_msg(¡SendSuccess¡–)

EndBtn_Pressed ref CancelMessage

CancelBtn_Pressed

{0..10sec}

ref AbortSending

ref HandleSendingFailure

sd Send Immediate Message

Figure 6. The operational architecture for
’Send Immediate Message’ use case.

After creating use-case-level operational architecture for
each use case, we composed all of them. Two use cases;
’Edit Message’ and ’Record Log’ use cases, have include
relationships with other use cases. Their corresponding use-
case-level operational architectures are not composed, since
they are already included in other ones. Figure 7 shows the
system-level operational architecture for the SMS software.

4. Modeling based on Operational Architec-
ture

In this section, we describe modeling of embedded soft-
ware based on operational architecture. We can derive
structured models as well as object-oriented models from
our operational architecture. Since the operational archi-
tecture focuses on interactions between functions, thus only
the behavioral models can be derived. We describe how
those models could be derived in detail.

4.1. Structured Modeling

In structured analysis and design, data flow models are
used to describe the behavior of the system. We can derive
data flow models from the operational architecture. The ba-
sic idea is that mapping functional components and refer-

ref Send Immediate Message ref Send Scheduled Messageref Get Message

Figure 7. The operational architecture for
SMS software.

ence components to transformations. Since the functional
components represent some internal actions in the system,
they could be mapped to transformations in data flow mod-
els. Also the reference components representing nested op-
erational architectures could be mapped to transformations
which can be decomposed.

Here we have two issues to consider. The first thing is
how to map an interface component. An interface compo-
nent is in charge of communicating with the environments.
So it could be mapped to a data flow or an event flow.
If it exchanges some values, such as current temperature,
with the environments, it may be mapped to a data flow.
If it sends/receives a simple event such as ’TurnOn’ and
’TurnOff’, it could be regarded as an event flow or a data
flow with parameters. Another thing to consider is identi-
fying data flows between use-case-level operational archi-
tectures representing independent use cases. The data de-
pendencies between use cases are not identified in scenar-
ios. So, through the detailed analysis, the modeler have to
what data are exchanged between them. If none of them ex-
ist, the transformations representing independent use-case-
level operational architectures are modeled as independent
ones.

For the clear explanation, we borrowed the requirements
and use cases for cruise control system from [10]. In this
system, there are two use case packages. We only con-
sidered ’CruiseControl’ use case packages. In the pack-
age, as shown in Figure 8, there are four use cases. The
system-level operational architecture for this use case pack-
age is composed of four reference components represent-
ing nested use-case-level operational architectures for use
cases. Through the examination of the requirements, we
identified several data flows among those use cases. The
’Determine Distance and Speed’ use case receives inputs
from the ’Update Shaft Rotation Count’ and ’Perform Cal-
ibration’ use cases and calculate the Cumulative Distance
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 Update Shaft Rotation Count

 Control Speed

 Determine Distance and Speed

 Perform Calibration

Shaft

Driver Timer

<<use case package>>
CruiseControl

UseCasePackage

Figure 8. The use case model of cruise con-
trol use case package in [10].
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Current Speed

Calibration 
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TimeShaft value

Throttle
 value

Cruise control
lever input

Brake pressed

Brake released

Engine on

Engine off

Figure 9. The derived data flow model.

traveled by the car and Current Speed of the car. And
the Current Speed data is needed by the ’Control Speed’
use case. With this information, we constructed initial data
flow model, as shown in Figure 9. We also indicated data
flows representing interface components in nested opera-
tional architectures. The external event from the cruise con-
trol lever is represented as a data flow with parameter, and
the events from the brake and engine are modeled as event
flows. Compared to the data flow models for the same sys-
tem in [9], our derived model do not cover all data flows.
Although it needs elaboration, this could be used as an ini-
tial sketch.

4.2. Object-Oriented Modeling

Deriving object-oriented behavior model from the op-
erational architecture is straightforward. As we presented
earlier, our operational architecture can be depicted using
UML 2.0 interaction overview diagram. So the operational
architecture itself can be regarded as high-level behavior
model. The low-level behavior model can be constructed by
realizing each functional component in the scenario-level
operational architecture with UML 2.0 sequence diagrams.
We have already suggested interaction-based behavior mod-
eling approach with the interaction overview diagrams and
the sequence diagrams[12].

5. Related Works

There exist approaches to model embedded software
based on architecture. Frick et al.[8] presented architecture
design for embedded control software with UML 2.0. Their
focus is on modularization and variant design. The modules
are represented by composite classes with ports. The ser-
vices of the module are realized in terms of a statemachine
and/or attributes and operations. Colbert et al.[4] proposed
an architectural design language for specifying embedded
software. With their language, MetaH, the user can model
the hardware and software components of an application,
the connections between them, and the execution character-
istics of each component.

The role of our operational architecture is not different
from that of above approaches, in the sense that it follows
the definitions of software architecture by Kazman[1] It is
high-level design and overall structure of the system. It
defines software components, representing functions or ac-
tivities, and their relationships. And, as we described ear-
lier, it provide guidelines for the detailed design. The dif-
ference is that our operational architecture focuses on dy-
namic behavior, especially interactions with the environ-
ments, while others mainly focus on static structure of the
system. Those interactions are derived directly from the
requirements; i.e use cases, and both the structured mod-
els and object-oriented models can be derived smoothly
from our operational architecture. This gives traceability
between the requirements and the design model.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an approach to model em-
bedded software based on operational architecture, which
focuses on the activities and the interaction between activ-
ities. We formally defined the operational architecture and
described how it reflects scenarios. Also we define com-
position functions to merge operational architectures. Our
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operational architecture is constructed directly from the use
case scenarios including alternative ones. It gives traceabil-
ity between requirements and design model, thus the addi-
tion of new functionalities and the modification of existing
ones can be done easily. And, by incorporating alternative
scenarios, our operational architecture can reflect user re-
quirements more effectively. Since our approach enables
hierarchical modeling by nesting the operational architec-
ture, the complexity of the model can be reduced.

We can produce both structured models and object-
oriented model from the operational architecture. In struc-
tured design, each functional component can be mapped to
a transformation in data flow model. So the operational ar-
chitecture can mapped to data flow model with some elab-
oration. On the other hand, in object-oriented design, the
operational architecture itself, which are graphically repre-
sented using UML 2.0 notations, can be regarded as high-
level behavior model. The detailed behavior model can be
constructed by realizing each functional component in the
operational architecture with UML 2.0 sequence diagrams.

Several works should be done to mature our approach.
Firstly, we identified two kinds of relationships between
two scenarios of an use case. It is possible that two sce-
narios have another relationships implicitly such as prior-
ity or resource contention between them. We will refine
our approach to reflect those relationships. And we plan to
apply our approach to the development of multi-processor
system-on-chip(MPSoC) embedded software. To do that,
we should investigate the method of partitioning and de-
ploying the operational architecture according to the dis-
tributed hardware components.
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